This article describes a method to accelerate parallel, explicit time integration of twodimensional unsteady PDEs. The method is motivated by our observation that network latency, not bandwidth or computing power, often limits how fast PDEs can be solved in parallel. The method is called the swept rule of space-time domain decomposition.
Introduction
There is a strong demand to numerically solve partial differential equations (PDEs) faster by using more parallel processors. Today, this demand is unmet for small and long unsteady simulations. A simulation is small if the PDE is discretized spatially on a few million grid points. In three spatial dimensions, this means that each dimension may be discretized into just a few hundreds grid points. A simulation is long if the PDE need to be time integrated for millions of time steps.
Small and long simulations arrise, for example, in aero-thermal design of turbomachinary components. The simulation can be small when it is used to design a local feature of a component, e.g., the trailing edge of a turbine blade. It can nevertheless be long, because the slow thermodynamics requires a long simulation time span, and the fast, unsteady aerodynamics forces this long time span to be divided into millions of tiny time steps. Other simulations can be small and long if it resolves tightly coupled physical processes with similar spatial scales but disparate time scales. Such simulations are difficult to parallelize, and even more difficult to scale to many parallel processors.
Scaling of a parallel PDE solver is always limited. When the solver runs on a few processors, doubling the processors can half the run time. As the number of processors further doubles, however, the percentage reduction in run time starts to diminish. As the number of processors reaches the scaling limit, adding more processors no longer reduces the run time.
For a well-engineered parallel PDE solver, what limits the scaling is the communication between computing nodes. As the same computational task is subdivided into more computing nodes, the nodes communicate more frequently to exchange smaller batches of data. Exchanging smaller batches of data, however, is not always faster.
Even the smallest batch of data takes a finite, predictable amount of time to be exchanged. That amount of time is the network latency. It is a fundamental cause to the scaling limit. This paper focuses on extending the scaling limit by circumventing the network latency. It achieves this through exchanging fewer, larger batches of data between com-puting nodes. Because of the network latency, how long it takes to exchange a hundred or fewer bytes of data does not depend on the amount of data. On most networks, exchanging these bytes in a one shot is almost exactly twice as fast as exchanging them in two batches, if the first batch must finish before the second starts. Latency affect the speed of data exchange in batches up to about a megabyte. For less than a megabyte of data, exchanging it in a single batch is noticeably faster on most networks than exchanging it into multiple batches. Therefore, by communicating similar amount of data in fewer batches, the algorithm described in this paper delays the effect of network latency, thereby extending the scaling limit of parallel PDE solvers.
The algorithm described in this paper, namely the swept rule, communicates less often and incurs less network latency. It achieves so by decomposing space and time among computing nodes with respect to domains of influence and domains of dependency. In this aspect, it is inspired by the Communication Avoiding (CA) algorithm [1, 2] by Demmel et al. Unlike the CA algorithm, however, the swept rule does not incur redundant computation. The swept rule shares some similarity with diamond tiling for cache optimization [3, 4, 5] .
The swept rule joins the ranks of space-time parallel methods for solving PDEs [6] , other members of which include Parallel Full Approximation Scheme in Space and Time (PFASST) [7] , Parareal [8] , Space-Time Parallel Multigrid algorithms [9] , Parallel Implicit Time-integration Algorithms (PITA), Adjoint-based time-parallel integration [10] , and Parallel-in-time algorithm for chaotic systems [11] . The algorithm described in this paper can either be used alone, or in conjunction with other space-time parallel methods to further delay the scaling limit.
We previously introduced the swept rule in the context of unsteady PDEs in a single spatial dimension [12] . This article extends the swept rule to PDEs in two spacial dimensions. We do not assume that the reader has read the one-dimensional swept rule paper; however, some fundamental concepts are explained in that paper from a different angle or in more detail. In this paper, we show how the swept rule works in two spatial dimensions, and how it breaks the latency barrier via communicating less often.
The basic idea behind Swept rule in 2D is the same to that in 1D. It decomposes space and time among computing nodes in ways that exploit the domains of influence and the domain of dependency, making it possible to communicate once per many time steps.
The resulting algorithm enables simulations to be solved significantly faster than what is possible with spatial domain decomposition schemes typically found in today's PDE solvers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the setting of the scheme developed in this paper, and under this setting, the discrete space-time of a PDE solver. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the Swept 2D components and how they work with each other to break the latency barrier. Sections 5 and 6 analyzes the performance of Swept 2D and present our interface to utilizing our implementation of Swept 2D.
Sections 7 and 8 present the results of two experiments done using our implementation of Swept 2D with two PDE applications and finally, we conclude with a summary.
Space-time Decomposition of a PDE Solver
The swept rule described in this paper operates under the following set of assumptions:
1. The spatial domain is discretized into a doubly-periodic, logically Cartesian grid.
Each point in the Cartesian grid has a pair of indices (i, j), and is considered to have 8 neighbors, with indices (i, j ± 1), (i ± 1, j), (i ± 1, j ± 1).
2. The scheme for advancing each time step computes a few quantities on every grid point at the next time step, using the quantities on its neighbors at the current time step. Alternatively, a stencil operation that needs access beyond its nearest neighbors should be decomposed into sub-steps that accesses only the nearest neighbor.
Such decomposition is feasible for complex explicit schemes, and can be automated [13] .
It eliminates the need of accessing the neighbors of neighbors. Here we illustrate such decomposition with an example. Consider the following scheme which requires two levels of neighbors.
It can be decomposed into 2 sub-steps. The first sub-step simply "pushes" its neighbor values to the second sub-step.
The second sub-step has access to u n+ 1 2 on the neighbors, which contains u n on the neighbors of neighbors, which were "pushed" by the first sub-step. Using u These 2 sub-steps (2-3) computes the same quantities as (1) . But each sub-step only uses the immediate neighbors. Eliminating the need for further grid points can be achieved by decomposing into more sub-steps [13] .
The Components of Swept Rule in 2D
We break the Swept Rule in two dimensional domains (Swept 2D) into four simple components. In this section, we first describes how these components work with each other to break the latency barrier. We then describe in detail how each of these components can be built. These four components are upward pyramid, longitudinal bridge, latitudinal bridge, and downward pyramid. All these components are a subdomain in space-time, whose boundaries follow the discrete domain of dependence and the domains of influence. Figure 1 illustrates the idea of the Swept Rule in 2D. To start, we partition the spatial domain into squares subdomains. According to this partitioning, the initial condition of the PDE is distributed among the processors. Using the initial condition on a subdomain, each processor builds an upward pyramid, which is the first component of Swept 2D. These upward pyramids are illustrated in Fig 1(a) . After that, each processor sends data to two neighboring processors, and receives data from two other neighboring processors. Once the data is received, each processor builds one longitudinal bridge and one latitudinal bridge, and then sends and receives data from its neighboring processors again. The bridges, which are the second and third components in Swept 2D, are illustrated in Fig 1(b) . Finally, the processor fills the gaps between the generated bridges with a downward pyramid, the fourth and last component. This completes what we call a half Swept 2D cycle. Repeating this process, illustrated in Fig 1(c-d) , completes a full Swept 2D cycle. The rest of this section explains the details of each of the four components.
Upward Pyramid
The upward pyramid is a square-pyramid-shaped subdomain in the three-dimensional, discrete space-time. The two spatial dimensions are discretized with a grid indexed by For illustration, we color code the 4 outputs, the north, south, west, and east triangular sides, with yellow, green, orange, and pink, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the steps of building the upward pyramid.
The algorithm for building the upward pyramid is described in Algorithm 1. The algorithm has two (n + 2) by (n + 2) internal arrays, U and D. 
Longitudinal and Latitudinal Bridges
These two components differ only in their orientation. We hereby refer to both as bridges. The Swept 2D bridge is a three-dimensional, discrete space-time, structure.
Similar to the Swept 2D upward pyramid component, the two spatial dimensions are discretized with a grid indexed by (i, j) and the time dimension is discretized with time steps indexed by k. The algorithms for building the Longitudinal and Latitudinal bridges are described in Algorithms 2 and 3 respectively. Just like the upward pyramid algorithm, both 2 and 3 algorithms have two (n + 2) by (n + 2) internal arrays, U and D. Here n is the side length of the square subdomain partition, the base of the upward pyramid. If we denote the first time step in the Swept 2D bridge as 0, the last time step will be n/2 − 1. Figure 3 shows the building of a Longitudinal bridge for a square domain partition of size 8 x 8. Figure 3(a) shows the inputs, two upward pyramid triangular sides, or panels. Here we will use the same color codes given in Section 3.1 for the different upward pyramid sides in our example.
In the first step, we start by linking the first level of North and South upward pyramids triangular sides as shown in Figure 3 (a). After that we populate the bottom part of newly generated West and East bridge triangular sides as illustrated in Figure 3 (b) . Now stencil operation can be done to the inner blocks as shown in Figure 3 (c).
On the next level, as shown in Figure 3(d) , we place the values contained in the second level of our input panels, the North and South Upward Pyramid panels, next to those we just computed in the previous step. We then populate the second level of the West and East bridge panels, our output, and then perform the second computation. As mentioned earlier, the Latitudinal bridge can be build in a similar way. So, we just summaries the process of building the Latitudinal bridge in Figure 4 .
Downward Pyramid
This is the last component we need to complete the entire Swept Rule in 2D. This component is also three dimensional in space-time. Just like the Swept 2D upward pyramid and bridge components, the two spatial dimensions of the downward pyramid are discretized with a grid indexed by (i, j) and the time dimension is discretized with time steps indexed by k. Again, if we denote the first time step in the Swept 2D downward pyramid as 0, the last time step will be n/2; where n is the side length of the square subdomain partition. Note that the Swept 2D downward pyramids are one level higher in time than the upward pyramids and bridges components of Swept 2D. 
Connecting the Swept Rule 2D components
Notice how each block at any level of our 4 Swept 2D components has the complete set of immediate neighbors from the level below. Let us relate that to the numerical stencil-based 2D simulation world. Assume that each block is a grid point in finite difference, a controlled volume in finite volume, or an element in finite element discretization. The blocks below each block represent the complete 9-point 2D stencil in a numerical discretization.
After the visual clarification of our 4 Swept 2D components, it is now time to
show how these components work with each other to build the Swept Rule in 2D. Assume that we are starting with a square computational domain, with periodic boundary conditions, that can be decomposed into 4 subdomains. Each of these subdomains is assigned to a different processor. For simplicity in illustrating how the components are built, we will show a top view of our square domain with numbers representing the level of each grid point, i.e. timestep, of each block. Figure 7 illustrates our square domain decomposed into 4 smaller square subdomains.
As each processor starts to explicitly solve the PDE, following the domain of in- If we agree that each upward pyramid has 4 triangular side (panels) and those panels can be named as North, South, West and East, then we notice that in order to build a Longitudinal bridge, each process needs a set of North and South panels. On the other hand, to build a Latitudinal bridge, each process needs a set of West and East panels.
For this reason, each process will communicate its East and South upward pyramid panels to its East and South neighbors respectively. Each process will also receive 2 upward pyramid panels from its North and West neighbors. With these panels, each process can build a pair of bridges; one Longitudinal and one Latitudinal bridge.
Notice that building the bridges at the boundary will cause a shift of the entire computational domain due to the periodic boundary condition assumed at the beginning. Again, this is to avid splitting a single Swept 2D component between processors.
This way, each process will work on a complete component throughout the Swept 2D
process .
The last stage will be to fill the remaining gaps between the bridges. This is the step where the Downward Pyramids are built. From our previous explanation of building the downward pyramid, we see that 4 triangular sides (panels) are needed. The panels this time come from the bridges that we built in stage 2. Notice that each Longitudinal bridge generates West and East panels. Also, each Latitudinal bridge generates North and South panels. The panels generated by the bridges are similar to those previously generated by the Upward pyramids, except that they are flipped in the time axis. Figure   10 (b) illustrates bridge panels.
So, in order to proceed with building the Downward Pyramids, a second communication needs to take place. The communication this time is also for exchanging 2 bridge panels. Again, each process will send its East and South bridges panels to its East and South neighbors respectively. Each process will also receive 2 panels from its North and West neighbors. After the panels of the bridges are properly exchanged between the processes, each can build a downward pyramid.
At the end of this stage, the entire computational domain is at a consistent state.
Meaning that all blocks, grid points or cells, are at the same time level. However, the domain arrangement has changed as a result of the shift that took place due to the periodic boundary condition. We call what we did so far a half Swept 2D cycle. Figure   11 We showed earlier how the Swept 2D components are simple and easy to build. Now we show the algorithm that connects, or glues, the Swept 2D components together making them construct the Swept Rule in 2D. Going through Algorithm 5 clarifies many points that may not have been clarified. One such point, is how we mange the communication of the panels of Upward Pyramids and Bridges. For simplicity, we abbreviated the names of the panels that get exchanged between the processors by their direction and whether they are upward (belonging to an upward pyramid) or downward (belonging to a bridge). For example, E U , stands for an East-Up panel and N D , stands for a North-Down panel. Moreover, we used the " " symbol to denote sending to a process and the " " to denote receiving from a process. We also abbreviated the neighboring processes with "P" symbol combined with the direction of that process.
For example, P N means the North neighboring process. So, in algorithm 5, a line that The square subdomain partition after applying C * n subtimesteps
A simplified performance analysis of the swept rule
To simplify our analysis, let us consider a half Swept 2D cycle. We will also assume that if we partition the computational domain into small square subdomains, bandwidth issues are not encountered during communications. Meaning that, Communication between computing nodes takes time τ, regardless of how much data is communicated. Now, if we partition our computational domain into square sub-domains of side length n, then within a process, each Swept 2D half cycle will perform n/2 substeps for n 2 grid points, which is the area of each subdomain. We know that each Swept 2D half cycle requires 2 communications between the computation processes. Let us assume that each physical compute node contains a single MPI process, then for a half Swept 2D cycle we will encounter 2 communication latencies between our compute nodes.
Let us break the half Swept 2D cycle to its basic components and try to understand how the 2 communication latencies are distributed among these components. In half a cycle, we build one Upward Pyramid, one Longitudinal Bridge, one and Latitudinal
Bridge and finally a Downward Pyramid.
Building each of the 4 basic components involves some overhead that is a function of n (assuming linear relationship for small values of n). Let us denote each of these overhead values as α u (n) for Upward Pyramids, α d (n) for Downward Pyramids, and α b (n) for both Longitudinal and Latitudinal Bridges. Also, assume that the communication latency between the physical compute nodes, regardless of how much data is exchanged, is τ and the time to perform each sub-timestep per grid point is s.
Knowing that half Swept 2D cycle performs n/2 sub-timesteps for n 2 grid points, we can calculate the time needed to perform each sub-timestep as follows: 
Now we present a simplified theoretical performance model for the Swept Rule in 2D similar to that we presented for the Swept Rule in a single space dimension [12] . To understand how fast the swept rule in 2D is, we need to know the typical values of τ and s. Table 1 attempts to cover the range of latency τ one may encounter today. The latency can change over three orders of magnitude, from the fastest Infiniband to a cloud computing environment not designed for PDEs.
The range of s is even wider; it can span over eight orders of magnitude. s depends both on the computing power of each node and on the complexity of each sub-timestep.
If one sub-timestep on one spatial point takes f floating point operations (FLOP) to process, then processing an array of them with a node capable of F floating point operations per second (FLOPS) takes s = f /F seconds per step-point. Running a cheap discretization on a powerful computing node leads to small f and large F, therefore a small s; running an expensive discretization on a light node leads to large f and small F, therefore a large s. With these values of τ and s, the plot in Figure 12 shows, according to our subtimespte cost formula and ignoring overhead cost, how fast the Swept 2D scheme runs as a function of n, the spatial points per node. The up-sloping, dashed and dash-dot The total time per sub-timestep can be minimized by choosing n. This minimizing n can be found, for each τ and s. The optimal value of n represent the limit of scaling. Above this optimum, decreasing n by scaling to more nodes would decrease the total time per sub-timestep, accelerating the simulation. But decreasing n beyond the optimum by scaling to even more nodes would not accelerate, but slow down the simulation.
At the optimal n, the swept rule 2D almost always breaks the latency barrier.
A method that requires communication every sub-timestep takes at least τ per subtimestep. This limit is the latency barrier.
Interface and implementation of the swept scheme
The interface we present for our implementation of the Swept Rule in 2D is very simple. It is similar to that we presented earlier for the Swept Rule in single spacedimension [12] . We basically present a data initialization function and a time-stepping function.
The input variables to the initialization function are the global "i" and "j" indicies for each spacial point and a spacial point structure representing a 2D stencil. The following pseudo code exemplifies the initialization function interface: To start with, we tested our implementation of the Swept Rule in 2D in solving the two-dimensional wave equation. Our PDE configuration was periodic boundary conditions, CFL Number equals 0.3 and an initial wave source located at the center of the domain. The verification of our solution is shown in Figure 13 .
An experiment was conducted in a small 9-node Amazon EC2 cluster. StartCluster was used to form the 9-node cluster with an EC2 instance type of "c3.large" and an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) of "ami-6b211202" [14] . A single MPI process was assigned to each node. The Swept Rule in 2D was also tested on the Euler Equation for Gas-Dynamics with conservative, skew-symmetric, and compressible flow with periodic boundary conditions [15] .
In the experiment, we used Finite Difference spacial discretization along with a 4-stage Runge-Kutta time integration scheme. The experiment setup was a rectangular wind tunnel with lx = 50, ly = 25, nx = 1024, ny = 512, dx = lx nx , dy = ly ny , dt = 1e − 6 and an obstacle, given by e The implementation was done in C++ and MPI. Solution verification is shown in Figures 15(a,b) . The Figures show the results obtained for the x momentum after 3200 and 32000 timesteps respectively.
Our experiment was conducted in a cluster that was formed in Amazon's EC2 cloud services. StartCluster was used to form the cluster with an EC2 instance type of "c3.large" and an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) of "ami-6b211202" [14] . A single MPI process was assigned to each node. 
